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By Simon Cann

Coombe Hill Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 268 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x
0.6in.Although past his mid-thirties, the teenager that lives inside Bonifaces head cant believe his
luck when he is hired to help one of his rock idols, Danny Featherstone, and his ex-glamor-model
wife, Dawn. Danny and Dawn are the target of an anonymous internet hate campaign that has led
to poor ticket sales and lost television work. Broken contractual terms brought to light by the hate
campaign have led the management to freeze the bands assets, cutting off the couples source of
income. And then Dawn disappears. Boniface searches for Dawn but uncovers small-time crooks
looking for money and excitement who think Boniface has something they can extort. Making his
search even more complicated is an angry son looking to destroy the parent he believes
abandoned him, and embittered, poverty-stricken musicians trying to regain their former fame and
get a slice of the income that was only ever theirs in their dreams. But most worrying, Boniface
finds a husband who loves his wife, unconditionally, and who will do anything to protect her. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am e ortlessly can get a delight of studying
a composed pdf.
-- Rhea Dare-- Rhea Dare

The ebook is great and fantastic. it was writtern very completely and valuable. I am just quickly could get a delight of reading through a composed book.
-- Amely Hodkiewicz-- Amely Hodkiewicz
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